



































































































































Lesson Learned: For tight temperature control, the 
inclination to set a small control band may lead to poor 
performance of a proportional controller. A larger 



















Lesson Learned: Efforts to evaluate new tools within the course of normal 
design work should be performed in parallel by additional personnel if 














































































Bij ≈ Front Surface Top + 
Front Surface Bottom + 
Both faces of Ribs 
≈ (4*A*Low ) +
(4*A*High )+ 
(8*A*High ).  
Front surface accounts for only 
about 0.8% of emissive capability, 
which may get filtered
Lesson Learned: Couplings for the reflective side of 
critical optical surfaces with both sides active and 
significantly different optical properties on each side 





























Lesson Learned: In order to predict correct results, it is 
important to ensure that models account for proper 
physics and that the analyst fully understands the 
expected behavior. Furthermore, understanding 
deficiencies in the model can also help to identify further 


















































Lesson Learned: While use of existing hardware has the appeal of apparent lower cost and schedule 
impacts, the efforts to accommodate potential limitations of hardware not designed for a specific 


















Lesson Learned: Designing for serviceability should be very clearly defined from 
the outset, considering many factors such as scope of serviceable components, 
existing redundancy and reliability, demand from science community for future 
upgrades, and additional complexity introduced by being serviceable.
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• Conclusions
– Design Cycles 3 through 5 have explored the trade and design space prior to formal 
mission formulation and revealed challenges with respect to reuse of existing hardware 
and unclear serviceability requirements
– As each design has been thoroughly analyzed through STOP analysis, further refinement 
of the model has improved the realism and analytical representation of the design
– Risk reduction efforts completed or underway targeting high risk/cost/effort areas
• STOP Analysis software
• Element Wheel and Grism
• Optical Bench Test Demonstrator
• Cycle 6 Design is underway
– Study impact of Earth‐Sun Lagrange Point 2 instead of Geosynchronous Orbit
– Trade study for thermally separating Detectors from Detector Electronics cooling paths
– Trade study for possibility of passively cooling detectors at L2
• Near term schedule (planned)
– Internal Concept Review late 2015
– Mission Concept Review mid 2016
– Entry into Phase A in October 2016
Lessons Learned
15
For tight temperature control, the inclination to set a small control band may lead to poor 
performance of a proportional controller. A larger temperature control band will likely improve the 
stability.
Efforts to evaluate new tools within the course of normal design work should be performed in 
parallel by additional personnel if possible to minimize the impact on design evolution. 
Couplings for the reflective side of critical optical surfaces with both sides active and significantly 
different optical properties on each side may be eliminated by radiation coupling filtering. 
In order to predict correct results, it is important to ensure that models account for proper physics 
and that the analyst fully understands the expected behavior. Furthermore, understanding 
deficiencies in the model can also help to identify further information needed to improve the 
predictions. 
While use of existing hardware has the appeal of apparent lower cost and schedule impacts, the 
efforts to accommodate potential limitations of hardware not designed for a specific mission’s 
needs may result in increased cost, schedule, and complexity elsewhere in the program.
Designing for serviceability should be very clearly defined from the outset, considering many factors 
such as scope of serviceable components, existing redundancy and reliability, demand from science 
community for future upgrades, and additional complexity introduced by being serviceable.
